**LIST FORMAT:** Section 1: Rare, Scarce, Out of Print Books. See new postage rates.  
Section 2: New and in print books from other publishers. Page 11  

Visit our NEW website, www.trophyroombooks.com now updated to include images of all books, searchable by author, title, keyword and even price range. More books, faster scrolling, easy ordering. We are North America's oldest and largest dealer in out of print big game hunting books...now with a great website. EVERY title offered on this printed list is pictured on our website.  

1. **NEW:** Denker, Kai-Uwe  
   “It is said that the elephant embodies the spirit of the African wilderness, that no tract of country is truly wild if there are no elephants in it.” It deals with hunting old elephant bulls and considers them the most awe-inspiring animal on the African game fields. Most hunting is in Namibia’s northern Kalahari (where the big bulls roam) and where hunting is done in the vastness of a pristine, pathless wilderness and on foot. Kai-Uwe talks about the fine art of tracking, equipment, and other issues relevant to elephant hunting. Large format postage applies.  
   $160.00  
   (See page 14 for detailed description.  

2. Aagaard, F. & B.  
   **AAGAARD’S AFRICAN ADVENTURES** 2008 CA 343 pp, ill. Story of the well known Norwegian PH who started Bateleur Safaris in Kenya, moved to Texas when hunting was banned, and became a well known writer for the NRA. Ltd to 1,000 signed, numbered slipcased copies. As new.  
   $175.00

3. Anderson, R.  
   $300.00

4. Annabel, R.  
   **ALASKAN DAYS-MEXICAN NIGHTS** 1977 NJ 455 pp III. Selections from Annabel's best writing, most of which appeared in magazine form long ago and were not available in book form. Edited, with a special intro. by Drew Holl. Ltd to 1,000 signed, numbered, slipcased copies. Fine in like slipcase.  
   $200.00

5. Atamian, S.  
   **THE BEARS OF MANLEY** Adventures of an Alaskan Trophy Hunter in search of the ultimate symbol. 1195 AK 447 pp. Index. Alaskan bear hunting, and paying tribute to some of his bear hunting buddies like Lynn Castle, Clark Engle etc. Fairly uncommon title. VG+.  
   $60.00

6. Babala, J.  
   **THE ARIZONA DESERT KING AND I** 1989 Canada 241 pp, ill. Privately printed by the author. Inscribed and signed by the noted author/hunting guide. One of the great desert sheep hunting books. Babala is known as Alberta's Mr. Bighorn and the man with whom he hunted called him “King of the Desert Sheep Hunters.” In Babala's 34-year career he learned as much as anyone about these great sheep. This is his only book. AS NEW.  
   $125.00

7. Balfour-Brown, V R  
   $425.00

8. Banderas  
   **SPORTING REMINISCENCES OF SOUTH AMERICA 1919-1921.** nd ca 1922 London 132 pp, ill. End paper maps. 5 text maps Argentina and Bolivia. More bird and upland game and fishing than big game but there is very little about this area. Good only cond (little better than a reading copy), corners and text block bumped. However, nice lengthy author presentation copy. Value priced.  
   $95.00

9. Barnett, D.  
   **THE UPPER YUKON: Another look at wilderness hunting.** Foreword by JOHN BATTEN. 1983 National Sporting Fraternity. 120 photos. Part of the popular High Country Heritage Series. Only 1,000 signed, numbered slipcased copies. As new in like slipcase.  
   $150.00

10. Barr, Basil  
   **BIG GAME HUNTING IN ALASKA, ARIZONA AND NORTH CAROLINA** 1982 TN 150 pp, ill. Printed soft covers. This is mainly a sheep hunting book (Wrangell Mountains, Granite Mountain, and elsewhere) although the author does recount North Carolina deer hunt, mountain lion hunting in Arizona, Polar bear in Alaska, etc. Not well known because it was privately printed in a small edition. Sheep and mountain game hunters will enjoy this scarce book. Near fine. Long non-authorial inscription.  
    $75.00

11. Batten, J.  
   $500.00
12. Beach, W. IN THE SHADOW OF MOUNT MCKINLEY 1931 NY DERRYDALE Press. 289 pp. Ill. Incl. frontis by CARL RUNGIUS. LIMITED to 750 copies. End paper maps. Foreword by John Burnham. One of the rarest and hardest to come by of all Derrydale, N. American and sheep hunting books. Gilt pict. Cover. A superb copy, almost as new, from the library of author hunter John Batten, his name and date acquired written on front free end paper AND in a vg+ to near FINE original dust jacket. A super item for the collector. $ 1,750.00

13. Bell, W.D.M. THE WANDERINGS OF AN ELEPHANT HUNTER 1923 London FIRST ED. 188 pp. Ill. One of the most famous classics on hunting big tuskers with small bores. Large format. VG+. $ 900.00

14. Bergerat, E. A WILD SHEEP CHASE Notes of a little philosophic journey in Corsica. 1894 London 315 pp, ill. A rare book about Corsican sheep hunting in their native habitat (though the author failed to bag a trophy). Published in a very small edition this sheep hunting title is lacking in most collections. Very interesting book, more description of the country than hunting. RARE, this is only the 3rd copy we had for sale since 1973! $ 375.00


16. Boddington, C. ELEPHANT! 338 pp. Ill. Ltd to 1,000 signed, numbered, slipcased copies. The renaissance of hunting the African Elephant. From the end of the game to a new beginning. Judging ivory, shots & shot placement, elephant country and elephant hunting today. For anyone considering hunting the African elephant today, this is a great book to read. Like new in orig. slipcase. $ 175.00

17. Boddington, C. WHERE LIONS ROAR 1997 CA 349 pp. Ill. Ten more years of African big game hunting with the popular magazine columnist. The signed limited first edition (only 1,000 copies) that sold out in record time. As new in like slipcase. $ 300.00

18. Boone & Crockett HUNTING TRAILS ON THREE CONTINENTS Recent facsimile reprint of original edition. As new. $ 40.00


20. Brandt, J. ASIAN HUNTER 1989 NM 388 pp. Profuse ill. FIRST ed ltd to 1,250 copies. This is the equivalent of Jay Mellon's book for the Asian specialist. Near Fine in near fine dj. Very large format, very heavy. Special postage. $ 250.00

21. Breen, W. SOURDOUGH AND SWAHILI 1989 NJ 224 pp. A professional hunter on two continents. Great hunting in N America and Africa. Limited to 1,000 signed, numbered slipcased copies. Very scarce because Brannham was so popular and took such good trophies. As new. $ 185.00


23. Brown, J. M. STRAY SPORT 1893 Edinburgh 2 vol first ed 304 & 293 pp. ill. By the author of a number of sporting books on Indian hill and plains game, this is perhaps his best known, most popular book. Much on tiger hunting and pig sticking. Beautiful copy in orig gilt cloth showing only minor wear. Very scarce in this cond. Two volume postage applies. $ 625.00

24. Buckley, W. BIG GAME HUNTING IN CENTRAL AFRICA Capstck reprint of 1930 London First ed. 268 pp, ill. As an ivory hunter, Buckley deals mainly with elephants in Central Africa and tells of other dangerous game animals. His stories are spiced with variety. One contemporary said, "He breathes the spirit of adventure." Fine in jacket. $ 50.00


26. Burger, J. HORNED DEATH 1947 WV FIRST ED. 342 pp. Ill. Hunting the African Cape buffalo with a man who spent more years than any other individual hunting this game animal. A great book on Cape buffalo hunting. VG+ in orig. printed cloth. $ 250.00

28. Buxton, E. SHORT STALKS or Hunting Camps North South East and West. 1892 London First ed. 399 pp. 70 beautiful ill. In the Rocky mountains. Sheep on the rim of the desert. Hunting for the father of all goats (one of FC Selous' favorite stories). Ibex and bear hunting as well. Solid vg+ copy. Classic mountain game title. This is the DELUXE edition bound in full gilt vellum, marbled endpapers. The vellum is remarkably clean, only slightest rubbing, and one small hairline crack in top edge of outer gutter. A near fine copy. We have had only two deluxe vellum copies in 40 years! $1,500.00

29. Chapman, A. SAVAGE SUDAN 1921 London 1st ed 452 pp. 248 ill. Gilt pict. cover. All the Sudan's game. Well illustrated, excellent reading. A MUST for every sporting book collector or anyone considering a Sudan hunt. Lovely very near fine copy in orig. gilt pictorial cloth. Chapman is a most collectible author. All his African hunting books are respected and sought after. $1,200.00 a. another copy, bumped corners, value priced. $700.00

30. Clark, J. THE GREAT ARC OF THE WILD SHEEP 1964 1st ed, 1st printing. OK 247 pp. Ill Bibliography. Since its initial publication this has been the definitive book on wild sheep of the world. Broad in scope yet detailed & easy reading, Clark provides a wealth of information and good photos. Early editions are hard to obtain, especially in this condition. Fine in near fine dj. Lovely copy. $175.00

31. Corbett, Jim SIX BOOK Limited edition set issued by John Culler. Includes: Jungle Lore, Man-Eaters of Kumaon, My India, The Man-Eating Leopard of Rudaprayag, The Temple Tiger as well as Carpet Sahib by Martin Booth. All six in fine to near fine condition, bound in full red leather, gilt stamped spines and front covers. A complete set but numbers are not matching. Sold as a set only. Extra postage will apply. $650.00

32. Darrah, H. SPORT IN THE HIGHLANDS OF KASHMIR, an eight months' trip in Baltistan and Ladakh...together with hints for the guidance of sportsmen. 497 pp., ill., all edges gilt. 54 ill., 2 maps. Asian sheep hunting classic covering just about every species of sheep but ibex and high-altitude antelope. Darrah worked for the British Govt in India and spent most of his free time engaged in high mountain hunting. ONLY 500 copies. One of the most popular Asian sheep hunting titles ever written. Very scarce and in demand in original ed. Fine in like original slipcase. A great reading sheep hunting book. $225.00

33. Demidoff, E. A SHOOTING TRIP TO KAMCHATKA 1994 SC Asian Series. Facsimile reprint. 295 pp, ill. Two pull out rear pocket maps. Ltd to 500 copies, full genuine leather bound, numbered, slipcased. One of the few, and great, books on hunting Kamchatka, sheep and bears. Super reading. A must for anyone planning to hunt this area. Fine in like slipcase. $275.00

34. Dower, L. EPIC FAILURE 1939 London 263 pp, ill. Safari in Kenya and Tanganyika. Rather scarce title. For a mainly photographic safari this is good reading. They shot their own trophies to use as baits and then had to figure out how to set up the bait to attract the lions and leopards in the best possible angles. They had numerous encounters with lion, elephant, rhino and also buffalo and of course the plains game which they shot regularly. After the safari, it was discovered that much of the film was bad and many photos did not come out, hence the title. Will be enjoyed by anyone thinking of taking an adventurous photo safari. Lovely copy, signed by the author, bound in half leather, highly decorated in gilt with raised spine bands. $750.00

35. Duckworth, Fred THE QUEST FOR AFRICA'S TOMORROWS 2013 Safari Press Limited to 1,000 signed, numbered, slipcased copies. 384 pp, ill. Hunting throughout Eastern Africa for dangerous game, both with clients and by himself. Duckworth was a well known professional hunter. Good reading and really good photographs. As new in like slipcase. Large format, special postage. $85.00

36. FIRST BOOK IN THE AFRICAN HUNTING HERITAGE SERIES Dyer, A. THE EAST AFRICAN HUNTERS 1979 NJ 144 pp, ill. Only 1,000 numbered slipcased copies, signed by Dyer. Among the best African big game hunting books of the last 30 years. Sought after by hunters and collectors alike. Fine in fine slipcase BUT with former owners raised blindstamp on ltd. ed. Page. $550.00 a. another, as new in like slipcase. $650.00

37. Eagle, J. ADVENTURES OF AN AMATEUR HUNTER IN AFRICA 1915 MA 408 pp. 93 ill. Pictorial cover inset: author & elephant tusks. Two lengthy trips throughout Eastern Africa & into what is now Zambia. The big 5 (much on elephant) + eland, sable, lechwe, sitatunga, oryx, buffalo. Excellent work on this area. Becoming hard to get. Photo inset of author & his tusks on front cover. Great reading. Orig gilt pictorial cloth. Little better than vg. Some wear on corners with board showing through cloth and a few tiny, TINY dents in rear board edge. I mean tiny, you really have to look for them. Internally nice and an author presentation copy. $550.00

38. Finaughty, W. RECOLLECTIONS OF AN ELEPHANT HUNTER Briar Patch Press trade ed reprint of rare orig. ed. Fine. $100.00

39. Finecke, B. AFRICAN HUNTER 1938 NY First Amer ed. 248 pp, index. Ill. Author was one of the professional hunters who accompanied ERNEST HEMINGWAY. Excellent elephant hunting incl. much on tracking tuskers in what is now ZAIRE. He was also the husband of Isak Dineson (Out of Africa). VG+ (slight foxing as usual) in orig. printed yellow cloth and in the rare, vg to vg+ dust jacket. $700.00 a. another, Capstick reprint, fine in vg+ jacket. $65.00

40. Flack, P. TALES OF A TROPHY HUNTER IN AFRICA 2003 CA Ltd ed of 1,000 copies, signed, numbered, slipcased. Hunting stories from around the continent, east to west and north to south. 251 pp, Ill. One of today's most popular authors hunts some great African game-both dangerous and glamorous. Fine in like slipcase. $150.00

41. Foster, H. SOMEONE OF VALUE A Biography of Robert Ruark The signed, numbered, limited ed of 1,000 copies. The best biography ever about this tremendous writer. Our limited edition sold out in record time. Copies seldom come up for resale. Very fine in as new dj. Inscribed by the author to a then well known African hunting book collector. $300.00
42. Gabriel, Ron A SHEEP HUNTER'S DIARY 2014 CA Safari Press 413 pp, ill. index. Limited to ONLY 250 signed numbered slipcased copies. The experienced sheep hunter tells about his worldwide hunts for sheep throughout North America, Asia and a few other offbeat places. AS NEW in like slipcase. $ 225.00

43. Gates, E. TROPHY HUNTER IN AFRICA Amwell Limited ed. 1988 NJ 315 pp. Ill. Only 1000 signed numbered slipcased copies. A superb book, Gates' only African hunting book and perhaps one of the most sought after of all NSF pubs. As new in orig. fine slipcase. $ 450.00

44. Greenfield, J. BWANA BABU 2006 CA 188 pp, ill. Author recounts his numerous hunts in Serengeti, Rungwa, the Selous, Botswana and more. Lots of elephant and buffalo. Ltd ed of ONLY 500 signed, numbered, slipcased copies. This is a low #14. As new in like slipcase. $ 200.00

45. Grimble, A. THE DEER FORESTS OF SCOTLAND 1896 London 324 pp, ill. By Thorburn. Limited to 500 copies. Large format. One of three lovely books by this author, describing in detail the splendid Scottish deer forests. John Batten's copy, his name & year acquired in front. Good only (rebinding) condition. Internally fine but the vellum spine is worn & darkened and the thick paper boards are worn through. Priced at a fraction of the cost of a nice copy. $ 125.00


47. Hamilton, C. SKETCHES OF LIFE AND SPORT IN SOUTH-EASTERN AFRICA 1870 London. 268 pp, ill. The author went to South Africa to travel and live among the natives. He produced an interesting volume with many astute observations on life at the time. There is some big game hunting as well. He went through Natal and the Orange Free State and also to Basutoland. A fairly scarce title. Half leather over marbled boards, marbled endpapers. Contains publisher's note that author portrait planned for frontis was cancelled and another inserted, but in fact there is no frontis. $ 200.00

48. Henley, T. ROUND THE CAMPFIRE 1989 NJ 25th in the NSF African Hunting Heritage Collection. Ltd to 1,000 signed, numbered, slipcased copies. Henley and Harry Selby (Ruark's guide) are two of the longest practicing African professional hunters. Recounts the best of Henley's experiences hunting African big game throughout his career. Fine in fine slipcase and a low #11 copy. $ 175.00

49. Holub, E. SEVEN YEARS IN SOUTH AFRICA Travels, researches and hunting adventures between the diamond fields and the Zambesi 1872-1879. 1975 S Africa reprint of 1881 1st ed. Two volumes: 426 & 479 pp. Profuse ill. Colored fold out map. Dr. Holub was an early hunter/explorer in Zambesi regions. He made three trips to South Africa to the Transvaal, Bechuanaland, the Zambesi regions. Plains game + lion & elephant. Highly decorated cloth, gilt stamped covers/spines. Lovely dust jackets. Much on the upper Zambesi regions where hunting has always been enjoyed. Not primarily a hunting title but must reading for anyone going to this area. Fine in VG+ jackets. This 2 vol reprint is uncommon. $ 1,500.00


52. Johnson, C. WITH MEMSAAB ON SAFARI 1956 Privately printed for the author. Numbered copy of a limited ed. 110 pp. Ill. Hunting in TANZANIA with PH George Dove. One of the more interesting privately printed books. Fine condition, bound in orig. zebra striped couderoy. A safari as it was in the golden days. Scarce. Signed by the author. Fine. $ 300.00

53. Keith, E. KEITH'S RIFLES FOR LARGE GAME 1946 WV First Ed. 406 pp. Profuse ill. THE CLASSIC on big game rifles. Many hunting stories and invaluable info. on guns, game, scopes and reloading. VG to vg+ in like dj AND inscribed, signed and dated by Keith. $ 850.00

54. Kennion, R. SPORT AND LIFE IN THE FURTHER HIMALAYA 330 pp. Ill. First & rarest of Kennion's books in any edition. One of the few books with a tremendous amount of info on hunting MARKHOR, ibex and many species of sheep found throughout the Himalayas. Asian series reprint, limited to 500 deluxe copies, full gilt genuine leather binding, slipcased. All edges gilt. As new. $ 200.00


56. Kinloch, A.A. LARGE GAME SHOOTING IN THIBET, THE HIMALAYAS AND NORTHERN INDIA 1885 Calcutta Large format. 237 pp, ill. Folding map. Hunting tiger, bear, panther, ibex, markhor, urial, deer, stag - just about any game found in the area. A wonderful book. Illustrated with photogravures. Great to read and to look at. Beautiful book, almost near fine (end paper separated but hinge is firm) in heavy beveled gilt and printed boards. A lovely copy. $ 2,000.00
57. Kirby, F.V. IN HAUNTS OF WILD GAME A Hunter Naturalists Wanderings from Kahlamba to the Limbombo. 1896 Edinburgh First ed. 567 pp, ill. Kirby was one of the first to describe different methods of hunting leopards depending on their habitat. A great reading book, especially for the leopard hunter. Lovely, near fine copy. $ 2,000.00

58. Kirby, F.V. IN HAUNTS OF WILD GAME. 1990 Briar Patch African Collection reprint. 567 pp. Ill. incl. plates by Whymper. All edges gilt. New intro by Jim Casada. A hunter's wanderings from Kahlamba to the Limbombo. Teeming with hunting stories. Kirby is known for his pursuit of lions and elephants. This is the first book to talk about the different haunts of leopards and different hunting methods for best success. A great reading and FINE copy of a real classic. $ 200.00

59. Kleen, C. (Editor) BROR BLIXEN THE AFRICA LETTERS. 1988 NY 1st ed 197 pp. Ill. The great African letters of this pioneer, big game hunter and lover. Fine in nr fine dj $ 60.00

60. Koehler, O. KU WINDA (to Hunt) 1956 San Antonio TX Privately printed for the author. 99 pp. Ill. 8.5 x 11 inch format. Photo end papers. Hunting in Kenya and Tanzania arranged through Bunny Allen. PHs were Jack Blackwall and Lord Allen North. A super safari. Orig. imit. snakeskin binding. Near Fine in orig. deco cloth binding. $ 225.00

61. Kumm, K. FROM HAUSALAND TO EGYPT THROUGH THE SUDAN 1910 London 324 pp, ill incl 6 colored. Folding map + 2 text maps. Interesting hunting from a historical point: Kumm orig. came to Africa to combat the spread of Islam but while travelling he spent a lot of time hunting, including Cape buffalo, elephant, more buffalo and rhino as well as all kinds of antelope. He also hunted lion and elephant in Central Africa. Uncommon title. VG+ to near fine in orig. pict. Cloth AND a presentation copy (inscribed, signed, dated) from the author. $ 850.00

62. Leonard, D. HUNTING COLORADO'S BIGHORN 1968 CO over 200 pp, close to 200 photos. Privately printed by the author. Large format. Leonard is, unfortunately, known as a man who got caught crossing a state line and guiding an undercover Fish & Wildlife officer to a bighorn ram. His book is filled with hunting stories about the Colorado bighorn and contains much information of interest to hunters & book collectors. Because a small number of copies were printed, the book is difficult to obtain, scarce, sought after and really GREAT reading. VG+ to near fine with a lengthy inscription by the author to a well known, highly regarded East Coast gun maker. $ 250.00

63. Letcher, O. BIG GAME HUNTING IN NORTH EASTERN RHODESIA Capstick reprint of London 1911 1st ed. 266 pp. 52 ill. One of the few books devoted exclusively to what is now ZAMBIA. Much on the Luangwa Valley. Long chapters on the game of the country and their distribution. Good reading. Fine in dj. $ 50.00

64. Lewis, J. SILENT CROSSINGS 1988 NJ 152 pp. Ill. Mountain lion (cougar) hunting. Really good book on this subject by a noted cougar hunter-as you'd expect from the National Sporting Fraternity. Only 1,000 signed, numbered slipcased copies. Fine in vg+ slipcase. $ 175.00

65. Locke, A. THE TIGERS OF TRENGGANU 1954 London 1st ed, 2nd prtg same year as first. The book was so popular there were 3 printings the first year it was published! 191 pp. Ill. Like Corbett and Anderson, Locke is recommended for all who enjoy tiger tales. Near fine in vg+ dj. $ 90.00


a. another, Briar Patch deluxe ed, (500 copies), bound in genuine gilt stamped leather, slipcased, all edges gilt. Fine in like slipcase. $ 200.00

b. another, Briar Patch trade ed. $ 100.00

67. MacLagan, A. A WHITE HUNTER'S LIFE 1983 NJ 283 pp Ill. National Sporting Fraternity. Limited to 1,000 numbered, signed, slipcased copies. 10th in the popular African Hunting Heritage Series. Highlights from the life of a professional hunter, mainly as he stalks the African big five. Fine in vg+ slipcase. $ 225.00
a. another, fine in slipcase with fade mark on cover, otherwise nice. $ 175.00

68. Madariaga, V. BIG GAME HUNTING IN CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN EUROPE 1981 NJ National Sporting Fraternity, Ltd ed of 500 signed, numbered slipcased copies. 291 pp. Ill. Marbled endpapers. Bound in full leather. All edges gilt. All the great European game, color photos, super hunting stories & informative text. Portugal, Spain, France, Switzerland, Italy, Austria, Yugoslavia, Hungary, Rumania (sic), Albania, Bulgaria and Greece. Fine in like slipcase. The ltd ed is scarce in this condition. And this is also a low #18 copy. Large format — extra postage. $ 400.00


70. Manners, H. KAMBAKU 1986 NJ 457 pp. Ill. Foreword by Tony Sanchez Ariño. Author's life story of his elephant hunting both for sport and ivory in Mozambique. Very popular. Second enlarged ed. Issued by the National Sporting Fraternity. Ltd to 1,000 signed, numbered, slipcased copies. Fine in like slipcase. $ 350.00
a. another, 1980 UK True first edition. 209 pp, ill, endpaper maps. Fine in like dj. $ 150.00

72. Marsh, B., Editor THE HUNTING BLACKBEARDS OF BOTSWANA 2007 S Africa. Large format 272 pp. 150 color ill. DELUXE EDITION ltd to ONLY 200 copies. Quarter leather binding. Slipcase. The book covers three generations of respected professional hunters in Botswana, one of Africa's top hunting countries. It records hunts on their own and with their clients. There is plenty of hunting for dangerous game, especially lions, as well as interesting stories about hunting in Botswana. AS NEW. $ 200.00

73. McDaniels, J. THE TURKEY HUNTER'S BOOK 1980 NJ Signed numbered slipcased limited ed of 1,000 copies for the National Sporting Fraternity. 148 pp, ill. Scarce, desirable wild turkey hunting book. Early Amwell imprint as well. Fine in like slipcase. $ 125.00

74. Meissner, H.O. ONE MAN SAFARI 1963 NY 188 pp. Ill. Meissner was a prolific purveyor of elephant meat and big tusks. Excellent recent book on elephant hunting in French Equatorial Africa. Very well photographed & great reading. VG+ in good dj. $ 125.00

75. Millais, J. A BREATH FROM THE VELDT 1899 London Second ed. 346 pp. Hundreds of ill. Small folio. Orig. green cloth binding with gilt stamped spine. Millais' gilt signature on front cover. Someone once said, upon finishing this book "Never have the furred creatures been displayed in such lithe beauty." Printed at the turn of the century, the book became an immediate collector's item both for its insightful content and sheer beauty. VG+ in orig. blue printed cloth (lettering flaked from spine as usual). $ 475.00


78. Morses STORIES OF THE CURIOS with Museum Catalogue. nd circa 1960 NH Privately printed for the authors & Morse Museum. 55pp, ill. Catalogue of trophies & curios comprising the unusual family collection which is on display at the Morse Museum. NOT a hunting book but rather a book of curios and curious things that they encountered on their big game hunting expeditions. Fine. $ 85.00

79. Morse, I. & P. BIG GAME HUNTING IN AFRICA AND INDIA nd ca 1940 NH 64 pp. Ill. Soft covers. Highlights of an elephant hunt with noted PH Stan Brown and Myles Turner as well as other east African dangerous game + to hunt India tiger. One of the better privately printed items. This is about the Morse's seventh extensive African hunting trip. Near fine in orig. printed wraps. Scarce in this condition. $ 85.00

80. Myers, A. LIFE WITH THE HAMRAN ARABS 1876 London 355 pp. Ill. WITH ORIGINAL PHOTOS LAID IN THE BOOK. Orig. gilt stamped binding. A two year hunting tour throughout the Sudan with Hamran Arab guides who were renowned elephant hunters. Superior Sudan hunting & a scarce photographic item, making it a rare book, not often listed. Original photos by Rowland Ward are tipped in by hand. Near fine copy, gilt bright, and with no foxing whatsoever. The book is RARE. This copy vg: minor wear at corners, some fading (light spots) on rear cover and spine, minor spots on front cover. Images can be seen in our website. $ 100.00

81. Newman, J. PATHS WITHOUT GLORY Richard Francis Burton in Africa. 1910 VA 302 pp. ill. Genius, hero, misfit, egomaniac, madman, bigot, revolutionary, misanthrope, gypsy—and explorer. All have been used to describe this great African adventurer - a man who risked uncertain paths into the unknown and whose writings have brought others into the heart of mid 19th century Africa than most others. A very good biography. Fine in near fine dj. $ 800.00

82. Northern Rhodesia BIG GAME HUNTING IN NORTHERN RHODESIA (now ZAMBIA). A Guide for hunters to Northern Rhodesia's government conducted big game hunting safari scheme. 42 pp, soft covers, profuse ill. nd, circa 1957. Frontis map showing game camps in the Luangwa Valley. Very scarce. VG+ and with the errata sheet stapled (as issued) inside front cover. $ 150.00


84. O'Connor, J. COMPLETE BOOK OF RIFLES AND SHOTGUNS 1961 NY 1st ed. 477 pp. With a 7-lesson rifle shooting course. Read this and you'll know why he's still one of our most popular former shooting editors. VG in vg+ in vg+ dj and from the library of author-hunter John Batten, his signature and year acquired in front and on half title pages INSCRIBED TO JOHN BATTEN BY JACK O'Connor. $ 375.00

85. Ormond, C. BEAR: BLACK BROWN POLAR GRIZZLY 1961 PA 291 pp. Basic and enjoyable reading about hunting the four North American bears. VG+ in like dj w note on front free endpaper re largest black bear shot in Minnesota. $ 90.00
86. Page, W.  ONE MAN'S WILDERNESS Advanced, uncorrected Proof copy. 222 pp. From the African veldt to New Zealand's southern alps to Alaska's glacier country, a world known writer and veteran sportsman recounts the joys of a lifetime of global hunting. If there was anyone that Jack O'Connor really envied it was Warren Page. This 24 year editor of Field & Stream really knew what he was doing in the field. Good reading. Advanced copies were printed only in small editions for proofreading purposes. Near fine. Nice collector item. $ 125.00


88. Pardal, J.  ELEPHANT HUNTING IN PORTUGUESE EAST AFRICA 1990 CA Limited to 1,000 copies signed by the author in slipcase. 284 pp. Ill. First English translation of the popular Portuguese work about elephant hunting in a part of Africa long known for producing excellent ivory and great trophies. This book never came in a trade ed. and the ltd eds are scarce. Fine in near fine slipcase. $ 375.00

89. Pease, A.  THE BOOK OF THE LION Capstick reprint of 1913 London 1st ed. 291 pp, ill. A book which met immediate popularity & demand. Lions, lion hunting, and lion country. Next to Selous' African Nature Notes, this is one of the best books on lion hunting & one of only 12 titles recommended by DD Lyell in his own books. Fine in like dj. $ 55.00

90. Peterson, L.  PHILIP R GOODWIN AMERICA'S SPORTING ARTISTS. 2001 AZ Deluxe ed ltd to 135 numbered, signed copies. Full leather binding, slipcase, and original ltd ed glossy color print laid inside front cover. 373 pp, 650 color & b/w plates. Index. About the life and art of this noted American sporting artist along with photos of many of this paintings. Goodwin's' art is held by a who's who of sporting art collectors and are rarely available for public viewing. This deluxe limited ed. sold out almost immediately on publication. Fine in like slipcase. Shipping weight is 8 pounds. Extra postage. $ 750.00

91. Pitman, C.  A GAME WARDEN AMONG HIS CHARGES 1931 London First ed. 336 pp. Ill. Fold out map. Adventures with beasts of the dark continent by the noted Uganda game warden. His lifetime experiences are interesting; his knowledge & authority are almost unique. Published before and much harder to locate than his Game Warden Takes Stock. Recommended. VG+ in orig. cloth somewhat unevenly faded as usual. $ 325.00

92. Pollok, Col. & Thom, W.  WILD SPORTS OF BURMA AND ASSAM 1900 London 507 pp Profuse ill, large colored folding map. Tremendous amount of hunting on and for elephants. Scarce title about Burma and jungle hunting with some excellent text and photos. This was author's second trip made 20 years after the first. It was big game hunting every day and for anything they could find. In Burma it was mainly for tiger, panther, elephant and gaur. Inner hinge cracked but holding firm, otherwise a handsome vg+ copy in orig gilt, pictorial cloth. Bookplate of Percy Stebbing, author of three books on hunting in the Himalayas and India. $ 425.00

93. Powell, E.A.  IN BARBARY Tunisia, Algeria, Morocco and the Sahara. 483 pp, 86 photo ill, 2 maps. A long journey, mostly in desert regions. Not hunting but interesting & respected work on N. Africa. VG in pictorial & gilt cover. $ 75.00

94. Powell-Cotton, H.  A SPORTING TRIP THROUGH ABYSSINIA 1902 London Rowland Ward 1st ed. 531 pp. Profuse ill. All edges gilt. Nine month journey from the plains of Hawash to the snows of Simien with a description of the game from ibex and notes on the natives and the country. One of the few books with a lot on Ethiopia, especially elephants. Pull out map in rear. Very scarce in true first ed because not all the printed sheets were bound & sold (see item A below). Almost vg+ in original gilt cloth, zebra end papers. Slight darkening of spine but all gilt present & legible. $ 3,000.00

95. Prothero, W.  SAFARI A DANGEROUS AFFAIR  2000 CA 215 pp. Ill. Hunting both dangerous and plains game throughout Africa. Ltd to 1,000 signed, numbered slipcased copies. As new in like slipcase. Low numbered copy, #66. As new. $ 135.00


a. Facsimile reprint, only 750 numbered copies. NEW. $ 65.00
b. another, Trophy Room Books/Rowland Ward deluxe ltd ed reprint (25 copies only) bound in quarter leather, raised spine bands, gilt stamped. Slipcased. As new. $ 275.00

97. Rashdi, P.  SINDH WAYS AND DAYS Shikar and other Memories 158 pp, ill. Born in Sindh, the author had a career in journalism and politics. The focus of the book is on the author's daring adventures in big game hunting and places them in context of the time in which he grew up. From tigerland to steep mountain gameland, there are numerous exciting takes. VG+ in like dj. $ 85.00

98. Rieger, George editor.  ZANE GREY OUTDOORSMAN Zane Grey's best hunting and fishing tales published in celebration of his centennial. 1972 NJ 349 pp. Ill. Grey is a writer whose stories are as popular today as they were almost 100 years ago. VG+ in like dj. $ 50.00


a. We are also distributors for Amwell reprint HUNTING THE AFRICAN BUFFALO AND LION. New. $ 125.00

100. Rikhoff, Jim       HUNTING AFRICA: KENYA  1992 NJ National Sporting Fraternity 636 pp. Ill. by Guy Coheleach. From the pioneers through the wars and until it closed in 1977, Kenya was the greatest place for the great big game of Africa, especially elephants, buffalo and lion. An anthology of some of the best writing on the subject. Fine in fine slipcase. $ 225.00
101. Rikhoff, J.  HUNTING THE AFRICAN LEOPARD  Fourth in the exceedingly (and deservedly) popular big five series from the National Sporting Fraternity, Amwell Press. Some of the best reading on leopard hunting around. Ltd to 1,000 signed, numbered, slipcased copies. Fine in like slipcase. Scarcest of the Amwell big five series. $ 575.00


103. Rikhoff, J.  FAIR CHASE  1984 NJ 323 pp. From the National Sporting Fraternity's Amwell Press. One of their members' books LIMITED to 1,000 copies, signed by Jim Rikhoff and like new in slipcase. Stories of his big game, small game and upland game hunts around the world. As new. $ 100.00

104. Robertson, Kevin  IT SHOULDN'T HAPPEN  2008 CA Safari Press 277 pp, ill. Light-hearted African adventures hunting big game throughout Zimbabwe, the Kalahari Desert and elsewhere in Southern Africa. Limited to 1,000 signed, numbered slipcased copies. As new in like slipcase. $ 100.00

105. Roosevelt, T.  AFRICAN GAME TRAILS One of the most popular African big game hunting books. The lovely Eastern Press reprint in full genuine elaborately gilt stamped leather, raised spine bands, silk moire endpapers, all edges gilt. $ 175.00

106. Samson, J.  THE BEAR BOOK  1979 NJ 250 pp. Ill. Limited to 1,000 numbered, signed copies, slipcased, from the National Sporting Fraternity. Exceptional book on grizzlies. Appreciated by hunters and readers. Samson books are becoming scarce. Fine in vg+ to near fine slipcase. $ 150.00

107. Sanchez-Ariño, T  LAST OF THE FEW  1995 CA 243 pp. Ill. Another exceptionally popular title by Sanchez. This is the signed limited slipcased edition, now long out of print. As new in like slipcase. $ 375.00

108. Sanchez-Ariño, T.  HUNTING IN ZAMBIA  1997 CA 487 pp, ill. Ltd to 1,000 signed, numbered, slipcased copies. Excerpts from the best of hunting in Zambia from David Livingstone's first exploration, through Gibbons' and into the present time with Duckworth, Boddington and more. As new in like orig. slipcase. Large format, heavy. Extra postage. $ 350.00


111. Schroeder, S.  THE BEST OF JOHN JOBSON: A Treasury of Twenty Years. 1984 NJ Another modern classic from the Amwell Press' big game heritage series. 396 pp. Ill. Ltd to 1,000 numbered, signed and slipcased copies. The best big game hunting that came from Jobson's pen during the 20 years he served with Sports Afield. Near fine in fine slipcase. $ 150.00


116. Seth-Smith, Tony  FOR THE HONOUR OF A HUNTER  1996 CA The exceedingly popular Professional Hunter has written his autobiography. 301 pp. Almost 200 ill. He is one of the "hard safari men" whose lives are full of changes and charges. Tony's lived life to the fullest and no two weeks are ever the same when on his hunting trails. One of the most popular titles we ever printed. 1,000 copies sold out in record time and almost never come back on the market. Fine in like jacket. $ 300.00
117. Sheldon, Charles  THE WILDERNESS OF THE UPPER YUKON  A Hunter’s exploration for wild sheep in sub-Arctic mountains. 1913 NY 354 pp, ill (incl some by Rungius), 3 maps + 1 fold out map. One of the great sheep hunting narratives. Sheldon was joined by Carl Rungius and FC Selous for his trip. Tremendous sheep hunting plus adventures with bear and other animals. This 1913 ed (orig. pub in 1911) is VG only in bluish-green printed cloth showing some wear at head of spine and corners. BUT this copy is presented by Carl Rungius to John Holman and there is included and original photo of one of the mountains the group scaled. An amazing association copy. Carl Rungius' signature is scarce. Great for any Sheldon, Rungius or Holman collector. $850.00


119. Smith, J. Alain ADVENTURES IN THE WILD PLACES 2011 WA 286 pp. ill. From Pakistan's mountains after markhor, to Tanzania's swamps for Cape buffalo, a rare antelope in Ghana, 50" ibex in Central Asia, jaguars in Paraguay and more. The Weatherby Award winner's third hunting book. AS NEW in like dj. $100.00

120. Smith, J. Alain CLOSE CALLS AND HUNTING ADVENTURES 2004 WA 233 pp. ill. Short stories from around the world, including sheep, leopard, grizzly bear, lion. Mongolia sheep, a grand slam, Kamchatka bighorn and more. This is the popular Weatherby award winner's first book. AS NEW in like dj. $125.00

121. Smith, J. Alain HUNTING NEW HORIZONS 2008 WA 257 pp. ill. Bongo, Cape Buffalo, Mountain Nyala, hunting in Pakistan, CAR buffal, Mongolia, Black rhino, Lord Derby Eland, Caucasus, Tanzania, Sitatunga, Daghestan. The Weatherby Award Winner takes us on his latest group of adventures. As new in like dj. $80.00

122. Stigand, C.H. & Lyell, D. CENTRAL AFRICAN GAME AND ITS SPOOR 1906 London FIRST ed. 315 pp. Profuse ill. incl. lifesized representations of most of the game tracks. Fold out plate of elephant tracks. Folio sized. When two of Africa’s foremost hunter-writers team up, you get just about the best hunting book around. Chapters on stalking, shooting, how to find game etc. Very scarce (almost rare these days) book. Original printed beveled boards. Little better than VG, slight corner wear and endpaper separation at top front hinge. Great value for someone wanting a reasonably priced true first edition. $900.00

123. Stockley, C. & McCann A SHIKARI’S POCKET BOOK 1927 London 48 pp ill. A most unusual item. With hints on preserving and skinning trophies in the field. A true pocket book in wallet type binding. Incl. a niche for keeping note papers. With the game register present. We have listed this only once before. Near fine. $500.00


125. Storey, H. HUNTING AND SHOOTING IN CEYLON 1907 London 364 pp. 73 ill. Fold out map. Elephant, buffalo, bear, deer etc. With contributions by other sportsmen. A very detailed work on hunting in Ceylon. Second expanded (best) edition. VG+ I orig. gilt cloth. Some foxing to end papers and foreedge of text block. $275.00


127. Swinehart, B. SAGITTARIUS 1970 CA 240 pp. Profuse color & b/w photos. Large format. Bob Swinehart, a great archer. In the path of men like Pope and Hill, he bowhunted around the world. Incl. fantastic shots of African game and his trophies, as well as a number of drawings by DOUG VAN HOWD. Because of the limited printing the book is scarce in spite of its recent publication date. Fine in vg dj (which has a Van Howd elephant on cover). Large format — special postage. $750.00

128. Taylor, J. MANEATERS AND MARAUDERS 1988 CA/London Trophy Room Books & Rowland Ward limited edition reprint (only 525 copies). 200 pp. ill. Fine in like dj. One of the best reading hunting titles ever written and one of our most popular reprints that almost never comes up for sale. $125.00

129. Thomson, R. MAHOHBOH Elephants and Elephant Hunting in South Central Africa. 1997 S Africa. 312 pp, ill. Only 2,500 copies numbered & signed by author. Written for big game hunters. Elephants and elephant hunting in South Central Africa. This limited ed. is scarce and much in demand. Book and jacket are fine. a. another, Near fine in near fine dj. $300.00

130. Torres, I. MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION In Quest of High Mountain Game. 1990 TX Large format. 256 pp. ill. Limited to 1,250 numbered copies. Asia, N. America and Middle East. Biographical directory of some great hunters who contributed to this work. Fine in like jacket. $200.00

131. Treatt, C. OUT OF THE BEATEN TRACK 1931 NY 1st Amer ed. 288 pp Ill. Great tales of adventures with elephants, lions and other game in Equatorial Africa. Written by a hunter for hunters. Very scarce. VG to vg+ with original pictorial dust jacket which is chipped. $135.00

133. Vettier, J. BIG GAME HUNTING IN ASIA, AFRICA AND ELSEWHERE the 1994 blockbuster sellout by the highly regarded French hunter. Large format. 400 pages and hundreds of photos. Hunting for the most coveted of the world's big game animals and with the discipline and stamina to wait for only the best trophies, Vettier wrote an exceptional book. Fine. $ 225.00

134. Ward, R. ROWLAND WARD'S SPORTSMAN'S HANDBOOK TO COLLECTING AND PRESERVING TROPHIES AND SPECIMENS 1923 London Tenth, ENLARGED ed. Next to final book in the series. 303 pp, ill + ads in rear. ill. VG+ to near fine copy in FIRST state cloth binding: elaborate gilt rhinos on cloth front cover. $ 225.00

a. another, 8th edition in the elaborately gilt (rhino heads) crocodile binding. VG+ (minor expert restoration to binding). $150.00

135. ROWLAND WARD RECORDS OF BIG GAME. Early editions in varied condition. Starting or finishing a collection-we have many of the first 10 editions. Priced individually. TELEPHONE for description/ price.

example NINTH ED-fine $350.00; vg+ $300.00; fair $200.00
TENTH ED-VG+ $600.00; almost vg+ $375.00 Good Value

136. Watson, B. THE SPORTSMAN'S PARADISE OR THE LAKELANDS OF CANADA 1888 2nd ed. (publ same yr as 1st). PA 290 pp. Ill. Pict. cover: moose. Hunting the lake lands of eastern Canada for moose & deer. VG (spine slightly sloped, wear at bottom of spine). $ 95.00

137. Webb, F. CAMPFIRE LIES OF A CANADIAN HUNTING GUIDE 2000 CA 311 pp, ill. Ltd to 1,000 signed, numbered, slipcased copies. Stories about hunting, hunters and guides—the dream and the reality - told with that "rings true" tone that Webb is so well known for. As new in like slipcase. $ 135.00

138. Wessels, H. STRANGE TALES FROM THE AFRICAN BUSH 2007 CA From Masailand to the Rhodesias, Wessels relates stories of his own African adventures and those who are that special breed of men who hunt hard and fair, kill with skill and care, and guard the wild places. Ltd ed of 1,000 signed numbered slipcased copies. A low #16. As new. $125.00

139. Whistler, H. IN THE HIGH HIMALAYAS. 1995 SC John Culler Asian Series deluxe edition, only 500 numbered copies, bound in full genuine leather, slipcased. 223 pp, ill. All edges gilt. One of the best Asia sheep hunting books. The first ed. is rare and even this edition is scarce. Ibex and blue sheep in the high mountain regions. As new in like slipcase. $ 175.00

140. Wieland, T. SPIRAL-HORN DREAMS 1995 CA Ltd to 1,000 signed, numbered copies. Long out of print and now recognized as THE book for those interested in hunting and reading about spiral horned antelope. Fine in like dj with an extra author inscription on half title page. $ 225.00

141. Wienholt, A. THE STORY OF A LION HUNT 1922 London 252 pp. Ill. Hunting for lions all along the Okovango River on what can only be called a super sporting excursion. Also includes some of the author's military adventures during the war. Scarce. Nice VG to VG+ copy (some wear top of spine) of a super reading book. $ 700.00


143. Wilson, D. & Ayerst, P. WHITE GOLD The Story of African Ivory 1976 NY 184 pp. Ill. A sweeping history, a tremendous story and must reading for any elephant hunter. Near fine in like dj. $ 75.00

144. Wincza, L. & A. BUSH AND PLAINS 1984 National Sporting Fraternity 410 pp. Ill. Before moving to South Africa, Laddy Wincza was one of the great old time Kenya professional hunters. When he moved, the fabulous stories of his exploits followed and he hunted even more. This is the story of his lifelong hunting career with his wife Ada, herself an accomplished huntress and author. ONLY 1,000 signed, numbered, slipcased copies. Fine. $ 225.00

a. another, fine (former owner tiny namestamp inside front) in like slipcase. $ 175.00

POSTAGE RATES:

US: UPS or USPS Priority Mail. $15.00 first book, $9.00 each additional book. Special postage for large format/heavy books: $18.00

USPS Media Mail (orders $500.00 and under) $8.00 first book, $4.00 each additional book. Special postage for large format/heavy books: $10.00

Canada: $38.00 first book, $20.00 each additional book. Special postage for large format/heavy books: $45.00

Mexico: All shipments via UPS. Actual cost charged.

Europe/South America: $60.00 first book, $30.00 each additional book. Special postage for large format/heavy books: $70.00

Africa: $60.00 first book, $30.00 each additional book. Special postage for large format/heavy books: $75.00

Australia: $65.00 first book, $35.00 each additional book. Special postage for large format/heavy books: $80.00
Section 2 NEW BOOKS FROM OTHER PUBLISHERS—images and longer descriptions are on our website.

201. Flack, Peter  HUNTING THE SPIRAL HORNS—BONGO & NYALA  The elite African Trophies. 2016 S Africa. Trade ed. Large format, 432 pp pp, an amazing 679 b/w & color ill. Actually 3 books in 1, the definitive book on hunting the 2 bongo species and 2 nyala species. The 30 hunters and authors who contributed to this work are a who's who of bongo & nyala hunting: Robin Hurt, Jason Roussos, Tony Seth-Smith, Coenraad Vermaak, Rudy Lubin etc. The book also includes hunters of yesteryear: Maydon, Mellon, Powell-Cotton, Christy, Drummond and a couple of chapters by experienced current sport hunters. Large format—extra postage. Deluxe edition limited to 200 signed, numbered, slipcased copies. $95.00

202. Flack, Peter  HUNTING THE SPIRAL HORNS—SITATUNGA—The Sly, Shy, Secretive One. 2015 South Africa  340 pp, profuse color ill. This book, about a top African trophy, is now the definitive work on sitatunga. Contributors include: Don Cowie, Brian Herne, Robin Hurt, Rudy Lubin, Jeff Rann, Alain Smith, Chris Kinsey (the first sport hunter to bag all 26 subspecies) and more. John Jackson says: “You are about to embark on an incredible journey across the range of all sitatunga.” The reader journeys with renowned hunters of yesteryear and today. This is the only book you will need on sitatunga. New in jacket. Large format—extra postage. $75.00

203. Grant, Wayne  INTO THE THORNS  Hunting the Cattle-killing Leopard of the Matobo Hills. 2007 Zimbabwe. 569 pp, profuse color ill. This book was published by African Hunter magazine—they really know their stuff—and so does the author, PH Wayne Grant, who has many awards, including Professional Hunter of the year. He has plenty of dangerous game experience. If you’re seeking a really good book about leopard hunting, there is plenty of leopard hunting here. It is well written and produced and a book we enjoyed reading and are proud to recommend. Thick, heavy book. Large format—extra postage. Stock low. $100.00

NOW IN STOCK: EVERYTHING YOU EVER WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT

HUNTING THE AFRICAN BUFFALO By Peter Flack
You can argue about which animal is the most dangerous, most glamorous, rarest, etc. But what you cannot argue about is the fact the African Cape buffalo hunting is the favorite dangerous big game animal among hunters, and the other African buffalo species are popular to hunt as well. Now, well known hunter/author Peter Flack has brought together everything there is to know about hunting the African buffalo (all subspecies). In this monumental work, 480-pages, 700+ color & b/w pictures, there are articles from hunters of yesteryear as well as the top professional and amateur hunters of today. There are even chapters on guns and clothing. Of the 30 articles by today’s top professionals 28 have been written especially for this book. The Who’s who of this author contributor list includes: Robin Hurt, Don Cowie, Rudy Lubin, Jeff Rann, John Oosthuizen, Jason Roussos and more. Well known hunters from earlier times include Selous, Taylor, Findlay, Christy, Temple-Perkins, Kirby. By having articles from past and present times, the reader can see how things have changed, or how they have remained the same. This is bound to become an instant classic. Peter Flack needs no introduction. All of his limited edition books have been sellouts and his recently produced works on the spiral horned antelopes are no exception. Trade editions of his works are also nicely designed, well produced and garner much praise. We suspect before long they too will be available only on the secondary market. Trophy Room Books is pleased to offer both the standard and limited editions of this work. Large format—extra postage.

204. Standard Edition: 1,000 copies, never to be reprinted. $125.00

205. Limited Edition: 300 copies bound in quarter leather. Numbered/signed by the author and slipcased. $225.00

We have a limited number of copies of both editions so please order early.

206. Sharp, John  FACING DOWN FEAR 2018 South Africa Signed numbered limited slipcased ed. Only 500 copies, of which 250 copies sold in six weeks after arriving in the US! 336 pp, profuse color ill. John is one of today’s most respected PHs. He has great stories to tell, and knows how to tell them. One magazine editor said: If there is one person I would suggest spending a day with in the bush before you or he exits this planet, it would be John Sharp. For over 40 years in seven African countries John has successfully guided a variety of hunting clients. And Robin Hurt says that as a professional John is in a league of his own. You don’t want to miss this book. NEW. Large format—extra postage. $250.00
Some of our previously published limited editions: All limited to 1,000 numbered copies. Signed by authors. Please visit our website to read about all 30 publications still in print.

**Books by Professional Hunters**

301. **Fick, Pete**  
*CUT TO THE CHASE*  
2012 CA. 282 pp, 143 COLOR ill, 8.5 x 11 inches. Zimbabwe is one of Africa’s best known big game hunting destinations and Pete Fick is one of her best known PHs. Pete’s philosophy is definitely “cut to the chase,” focus on what is important and get results. He’s also culled over 1,000 elephants, plus buffalo, lion and leopard. He’s hunted Chewore, Matetsi, Ngamo, Kazuma, Save Valley and recently the amazing Bubye Valley Conservancy. Most of the stories are about hunting dangerous game. As Barrie Duckworth told us, Pete has several nicknames. One is “Gasi,” meaning blood because Pete is always happy when there’s blood in the back of his hunting truck. The other is “tsetsere,” or honey badger, because Pete is stubborn tenacious and always willing to go the distance.

302. **Hallamore, Lou and Woods, Bruce**  
*CHUI! A guide to hunting the African Leopard*  
2011 CA Almost 250 pages, 135 black & white photographic ill. 5 drawings. Limited trade ed. of 2,000 copies. A leopard does not change its spots. It’s the master hunter of the African bush, and it’s never predictable. Experience, there’s no substitute for it in any form of hunting. But when matching wits with the leopard, experience is priceless. Chui! Offers a chance to get to know this great, unpredictable game animal up close & personal and to benefit from the hard earned savvy of one of the most experienced professionals in the business. There has never been another book like Chui! Trade edition back in print by overwhelming demand.

303. **de Lima, Jorge Alves**  
*Chasing the Horizon Hunting in East Africa and India*  
2010 CA. 8.5 x 11 inches. 278 pages, 257 photographs. Brian Herne said about Jorge: “There has never been a hunter anywhere in Africa, at any time, who has ever come close to matching his exploits in so many different countries.” De Lima described Tanganyika as a hunter’s paradise, a “hidden and distant dot on the map capable of protecting any mortal imbued with the spirit of adventure from the bitter realities of the present.” Those were the days when safaris were conducted without telephone or tarmac. Jorge had many secret hideaways, far off the beaten track, where there was hardly a track to follow, where clients hunted successfully for the big five and more. DeLima could have been and done anything, but he chose to spend the 20 prime years of his life years hunting big game in Africa. Hunting with clients mainly in Tanzania with a small section on hunting in India. Large format—extra postage.

304. **de Lima, Jorge Alves**  
*In the Company of Adventure*  
2006 CA 335 pp., 159 photographic illustrations, 9 colored maps, index. 8.5 x 11 inches. In 1948 Jorge “got married” to Africa and never looked back. For nowhere else but in his trackless wastes could a young man quench his thirst for grand adventure. His quest for hunting big game made playgrounds of continents, rivulets of oceans and a nutshell of heaven’s vaulted dome. In 1948, Jorge went to Africa and for the next 20+ years he traveled and hunted in 8 countries (including Mozambique, Zambia, CAR, Sudan, Angola) as a hunter, professional hunter, ivory hunter, explorer and founder of two safari companies (in Mozambique and Angola). Werner von Alvensleben named his second Mozambique camp after Jorge (de Lima camp). Whether hunting elephants, buffalo, lion, leopard, rhinoceros, bongo or plains game, Jorge is one of a very few who could capture the excitement, challenge and joys of hunting Africa’s big game. To all like-minded men and women who venture into blank spaces on the African gameland map, to be confronted with challenges from nature and animals, this book is dedicated. Large format—extra postage.

305. **Miller, Gerard**  
*Lives of a Professional Hunting Family*  
Foreword by Danny McCallum. Contributions by Gerard Ambrose. 2003 CA 303 pp., 230 black & white photographic illustrations. 8.5 x11 inches. From the foreword, “Frank Miller was one of those legendary adventurers and professional hunters with uncanny bush skills who opened and explored vast big game hunting areas. Elsie Miller was formidable with a rifle and an expert tracker. Gerard Miller is considered one of the finest natural hunters of the current hunting era who has honed his skills over the past thirty years…and if you think you have discovered a new piece of hunting country, do not kid yourself, Gerard has already been there.” Gerard Miller, one of today’s most popular and respected PHs in Tanzania has both a natural hunting ability as well as a keen eye for a good trophy. Look at the photos in his book. There are more stories about hunting the big five than in most other books.

306. **Montvoisin, Robert J.**  
*Professional Hunter: Along the Roads to Adventure*  
2002 CA 284pp., 226 photographic illustrations. 8.5 x 11 inches. Among the cast of characters that played a part in the growth of big game hunting in Central (and East) Africa, Robert Montvoisin is one of the stars. His involvement, over an amazing almost 60 years—40 of them as a professional—in 8 countries (Central African Republic, Chad, Congo, Cameroon, Zambia, Tanzania, Kenya and Morocco) rivals the careers of any PH in Africa. He was one of the first to hunt Africa in her golden era and one of the last to experience the joys of hunting when phenomenal game populations existed. Elephant, lion, leopard, buffalo, bongo and Lord Derby eland—from the forest galleries to the savannas, desert and lake regions.

307. **Holmberg, Andrew**  
*Out in Africa: The Extraordinary Life and Times of Andrew Holmberg*  
Foreword by Tony Dyer. 2000 CA. Over 300pp. Over 200 photographs (over 128 full pages of photos). 8.5 x 11 inches. He grew up with the likes of Phil Percival, Bror Blixen and Eric Rundgren. His company, the legendary Selby & Holmberg Safaris took out Robert Ruark. Andrew Holmberg holds the record for the greatest number of 100-pound PLUS elephants. SIXTY THREE taken for family, friends and clients, not counting many that were almost 100 pounds. From the beginning, Holmberg recognized the potential of the harsh Northern Frontier District of Kenya when foot safari blocks were created. He took light loads in because he was going to have heavy tusks and lots of other trophies to take out. His personal best on elephant: 141 pounds per side; his best buffalo: 58 inches! Andrew consistently pioneered hunting new areas. Exceptional trophies were his typical results. In East African professional hunting history, no other individual has been given undisputed credit for so many number one accomplishments. Andrew Holmberg has led a “larger than life” life.

$125.00

$135.00

$135.00

$75.00

$150.00
308. **LeNoel, Christian**  *On Target: History and Hunting in Central Africa* 1999 CA 256pp. Almost 135 photographic illustrations. 7x10 inches. While noted elephant hunters have made areas like Karamojo, Oubangui-Chari, and Aouk River well known, no writer has ever produced a book on the history and hunting of these regions. LeNoel is an experienced professional hunter, and a good writer. Bongo, Lord Derby eland, dwarf buffalo, etc. are found only in these remote, hard to penetrate Central African regions. Those who hunt here had to be hardy…because the game and the country demanded 100%. Stories of intrepid hunters, clients, and others in remote areas, keeping their “rifles in the bush” always ready for meeting a 100-pounder, etc. A superb book on big game in Central Africa with stories of hunting man-killers, rogues, 100-pound tuskers and record book trophies. $ 85.00

309. **Foran, W. R.** (author of *Elephant Hunters of the Lado*)  *Legends of the Field* Issued on behalf of the East African Professional Hunters Association. 1997 CA 319pp. 7 x 10 inches. Line drawings by Bob Kuhn. 26 photographic illustrations. Signed by both Tony Dyer and Tony Archer. You don’t need money to go on an old time safari. You have only to open the pages of this book. Foran talks about nine of the most famous early elephant hunters in Africa—Samuel Baker, F.C. Selous, Arthur Neumann, W.C. Oswell, Jim Sutherland, W.D.M. Bell, Frederick Jackson, Andy Anderson and Samaki Salmon. An extraordinary look at hunting during its golden age. $100.00

**Books by Sport Hunters and Professional Writers**

310. **Bricker, Don**  *JUST ALONG FOR THE RIDE* 2012 CA 335 pp, 159 Color ill, 8.5 x 11 inches. Ltd to 1,000 signed, numbered copies. Foreword by Mike Bartlett. Intro by Craigh Hamman. Don Bricker is on every PH’s list of favorite clients. He’s an enthusiastic hunter whose many accomplishments in the big game hunting field make for great reading (and he’s an accomplished writer as well). Most of the book is about hunting in Africa (lots of dangerous game), but Don has been to Europe, Asia, Australia, and made many hunts in North America (lots of sheep hunting). He enjoys the thrill of the hunt, the solitude, and challenges of the chase. The journey, he finds, often provides more memories than the destination. You meet all kinds of people in life; Don is the kind that makes you happy you selected the same road he travelled on. $ 125.00

Finally, a bibliography of African big game hunting books for readers & collectors and sportsmen and women.

311. **Czech, Dr. K.**  *AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AFRICAN BIG GAME HUNTING BOOKS 1785 to 1999* 2011 CA 311 pp, 32 colored ill. Whether you’re interested in old classics or modern ones, whether you want to read about Tanganyika or Tanzania, Rhodesia or Zimbabwe, Northern Rhodesia or Zambia, there are literally hundreds of books described to whet your big game hunting reading appetite. This updated, vastly expanded version of Ken’s first book—nearly DOUBLE the number of entries—includes books by hunters, pioneers, explorers & settlers. From the first stalwart individuals who ventured to Africa, to more recent groups of intrepid sportsmen who trod game paths across the dark continent, virtually all who told of their efforts in book form (prior to 2000) are represented here. Essential for collectors, dealers, and armchair safari enthusiasts. $85.00

**ORDER FORM**
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A new classic on elephant hunting: You will not read a better new book about trophy bull elephant hunting!

ABOUT THE SPIRIT OF THE AFRICAN WILDERNESS

On the Trail of Old Elephant Bulls

By Kai-Uwe Denker

English Language Edition, December 2018, Namibia

652 pp, profuse color illustrations

“It is said that the elephant embodies the spirit of the African wilderness, that no tract of country is truly wild if there are no elephants in it.”

Kai-Uwe Denker is one of Africa’s most successful elephant hunters and a former President of the Namibia Professional Hunters Association. He is also a noted author. About the Spirit of the African Wilderness is not only a fascinating book on hunting the African elephant, but also a story of trophy elephant hunting as a means of conservation.

It deals with hunting old elephant bulls and considers them the most awe-inspiring animal on the African game fields. Most hunting is in Namibia’s northern Kalahari (where the big bulls roam) and where hunting is done in the vastness of a pristine, pathless wilderness and on foot. Kai-Uwe talks about the fine art of tracking, equipment, and other issues relevant to elephant hunting.

Importantly, these are not hunts from yesteryear. Virtually all hunting in this book has been done within the past twenty years! These engrossing stories take place within our collective recent memory. And the trophy photos, again all from recent hunting seasons, give testimony that Kai-Uwe Denker knows how to hunt these big-tusked trophy elephants.

The book starts with an impressive day amidst the vast African wilds (a great hunting story), covers the game fields of the Dark Continent, talks about the elephant as a game animal, the fine art of tracking (including recognizing tracks of young and old elephant bulls), the spell of ivory, elephant hunting, equipment, adventurers’ paradises and much more.

In the not too distant future, this book will stand alongside the Neumann, Stigand, and Sutherland books as one of the great classics on trophy elephant hunting, albeit from a more recent time period. Yes, we read about hunters from the post WWII era (Sanchez-Arino, Montvoison, Holmberg) who took big ivory. But in more recent times, there is no one who comes close to Kai-Uwe Denker in describing so many successful hunts for big ivory. He appreciates the work that both the professional hunter and his clients must put forth and describes trophy bull elephant hunting as something that fits in with a basic understanding of nature.

There are a limited number of English language copies available. Order early.

Price: $160.00 plus large format postage.